Setup Guidelines for SMP500 DSP
and SMP1000 DSP

Some DSP functions can
be accessed using IR
Remote Control

Volume and Control/Selection Knob

DSP Display
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1) You need to set the Mode first, this will determine if you will need to make additional
adjustments (Sub Mode) or some controls will be locked out (LFE Mode). You select
between Sub where you will be making adjustments to the Crossover Frequency and
Crossover Slope and the LFE setting where these two controls are bypassed. The LFE (Low
Frequency Effects) is typically found om Audio Video Receivers for Home Theater. The
Crossover setting are adjusted in the Audio Video Receiver before arriving at the SMP500

2) The Volume should be adjusted, so the
levels are the same as the main speakers. You also need it to high enough so you can
hear the changes you will be making. You will jockey between the Crossover Frequency
and Volume levels when in the Sub Mode when making your final adjustments

3) Set the Subsonic/Freq to 20Hz. A Subsonic filter is supposed to cut off any
information below the select frequency. Most information below the select point is
noise and wastes power. You only need to make this setting once. By eliminating
these subsonic frequencies, it makes the amplifier more efficient

4) I would set the Crossover slope to 24dB, the most popular step upsetting. Whatever
crossover point you select, the slope will start at an octave below (half of the select point),
and by the time it crosses over the selected frequency point, the signal will be 24 dB
down. Once you have set this point, you should not have to adjust it every time. It is
relative to the quality of the Passive Subwoofer you are driving. As a rule of thumb,12dB
would be for the more affordable Sub Drivers, whereas the 48dB would be for the HighEnd Passive Components.

5) Both this and the Volume Controls are the two controls you will adjust the most
during setup, and if you want to make changes going forward. I would start right in the
middle selecting the 135Hz frequency. You will want to experiment with several
different settings before you find the one you like the best.

The red line signifies where
135Hz falls on the Frequency
chart. The chart shows
where musical and vocal
elements fall across the
Frequency Response
spectrum. Note: the
Frequency setting only
applies in the Sub Mode. It is
disabled in the LFE (LowFrequency Effects) Mode.
The Audio Video Receiver
controls the LFE settings.

135Hz

6) Phase: This puts a slight delay on the signal sent to your subwoofer. Since the main
amplifier drives the main speakers with a full range sound, the main speakers are
reproducing bass frequencies along with the sub. If you have a front-firing sub that is in
the same plane as the mains, then the phase can be set to 0°. Down-firing, rear-ported, or
subs placed away from the main speakers will smear the bass tones, and the frequencies
will cancel each other out as they bounce around the room. Try different settings and walk
around your listening area for the optimum configuration. You set this to the optimum
setting then forget it.

7) "Night Mode" limits the maximum output for viewing in the evening, or when you
are just not in the mood for loud bass. Selecting Nigh Mode saves having to adjust the
volume manually. It is a nice feature if you have roommates whom you do not want to
disturb at night.

8) External Trigger, you have the option to hardwire a 12 Volt trigger from another
component equipped with a 12 Volt Trigger Output. There is 12 Volt Output as well to
send a turn-on signal to an additional audio component. Note: The power button must
be in the On Position, Pushed in, and showing the Active Green Power LED. Make
sure to disable this feature if not in use.

When switch set to 12V then Unit will
only turn on from 12Volt Trigger signal

Power Button must be “On” for
“12VTrigger” or “Auto On” to function

9) Music Turn-On: Your amplifier will come out of Standby when it senses an active
signal. Once that signal is deactivated, there is an adjustable time before the Amp goes
to Auto –Off then starts at 5 Minutes and increase 5-minute increments up to 30
minutes. Disable the Auto-Off if you have the turn-on mode set to either “12Volt
Trigger” or “On.” The Power switch on the front panel must be on for this Turn-On mode
to work.

Power Button must be “On” for
“12VTrigger” or “Auto On” to function

10) Lock Setting allows you to protect your settings, so once you have finalized your
adjustments, enable the Lock settings. You will need to disable the Lock Settings to
make changes.

11) Once you have finalized your settings, the SMP500,
you will be able to save up to three different settings in
the Memory Bank; Mem 1, Mem 2, and Mem 3. You
could save the setting for the LFE Mode and one for
the Sub Mode. You can access the Memory bank with
either the Volume Control/Selection knob or using the
IR Remote Control.
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12)Presets: You can set up one touch
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Default: USER?

